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January 2021  

 

 
The tracking of particles inside fluids is a complex process. Over time the techniques have im-
proved and nowadays there are several sophisticated methods for fluid flow modelling. The aim 
of this study is to familiarize with the theory behind two main fluid flow modelling applications and 
then analyze and improve a particle detection algorithm provided by Veikko Sariola of the Tam-
pere University. The first model is particle image velocimetry which is the more common of these 
two. It visualizes the fluid flow by calculating vector fields from the particle ensembles’ movements 
inside the fluid. The other model is particle tracking velocimetry which tracks the individual parti-
cles, and it is gaining popularity since it can model the fluid flows more accurately but it demands 
more processing power. 
 The study consists of the theory part and the experimental part. Experimental part of the 
study was conducted at the University of Tampere. The experimental setup is introduced and 
discussed, after which is the introduction of the detection algorithm and some functions needed 
for the analyzation and optimization process. The focus of the experimental part was to analyze 
the algorithm and try to fix the analyzed problems. 
 The algorithm had problems beforehand, which were detected visually. Problems included 
the difficulty to detect particles inside particle clusters, multiple detections of the same particle 
and a problem that the algorithm detected particles to the gaps between real particle locations. 
After the optimization process of the algorithm, the ratio between correct and incorrect detections 
stayed relatively same because it was already at a very good level. The best improvement to the 
performance of the algorithm was that it detected much more particles compared to the original 
version of the algorithm, the ratio between the number of correct detections divided by the number 
of particles in the image overall rose by 10,1% on average. The problems and difficulties of the 
algorithm saw improvement but did not get solved. To solve the problems conclusively, the algo-
rithms functionality should be modified, since now only the parameters were optimized. 
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Partikkeleiden seuraaminen mikrofluidististen sirujen sisällä on monimutkainen prosessi. Ajan 
saatossa partikkeleiden seuraamiseen ja virtauksen mallintamiseen on kehittynyt monia edisty-
neitä malleja. Tämän työn tavoitteena on tutustua kahteen olennaiseen virtauksen mallinnusme-
netelmään, sekä analysoida ja kehittää Veikko Sariolan välittämää partikkeleiden tunnistusalgo-
ritmia. Kyseiset menetelmät ovat Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) sekä Particle Tracking Veloci-
metry (PTV). PIV on näistä menetelmistä vielä toistaiseksi käytetympi, mutta PTV:n suosio on 
lähiaikoina alkanut kasvamaan tarkempien virtausmallien ansiosta. Isoimpana erona näiden mal-
linnusmenetelmien välillä on, että PTV tarkkailee yksittäisten partikkeleiden liikkeitä, kun taas PIV 
tarkastelee partikkeliryhmittymiä.  

Tutkimus koostuu teoriaosuuden lisäksi kokeellisesta osuudesta. Kokeellisessa osuu-
dessa keskityttiin algoritmin analysoimiseen ja siinä esiin tulleiden ongelmien korjaamiseen opti-
moimalla algoritmin parametreja. Lisäksi osuudessa esitellään lyhyesti kuvantamislaitteistoa.  

 Ennen analysointia algoritmissa oli havaittu ongelmia visuaalisesti. Ongelmana oli isom-
pien partikkeliryppäiden sisällä olevien partikkeleiden tunnistaminen, partikkeleiden välille tulevat 
ylimääräiset tunnistukset sekä yksittäisten partikkeleiden tunnistus useampaan kertaan. Analy-
soinnissa nämä ongelmat varmistuivat. Optimoimisen jälkeen ongelmat eivät kadonneet koko-
naan, mutta algoritmin suorituskyky parani huomattavasti. Väärien ja oikeiden tunnistusten suhde 
pysyi lähellä alkuperäistä, sillä se oli jo valmiiksi erittäin hyvällä tasolla. Huomattava parannus 
saatiin kuitenkin oikeiden tunnistusten määrän kasvussa. Oikeiden tunnistusten suhde kaikkiin 
kuvassa oleviin partikkeleihin nousi keskimääräisesti 10,1 % verrattuna alkuperäiseen algoritmiin. 
Tässä työssä optimoimme vain käytössä olevat parametrit, ongelmien lopulliseen korjaamiseen, 
täytyisi algoritmin funktionaalisuutta muuttaa. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Humans have always been interested in the flow dynamics of different fluids. Without thinking 

about it many people have come across many applications which utilize fluid dynamics, good 

examples are boats and airplanes. The understanding of flow dynamics is vital in many areas of 

science and industry. Fluid flow modelling can be utilized from airplane wing dynamics to the fluid 

movements in our microscopic blood vessels in the body. 

The precise tracking of particles and flows inside microfluidic chips is important for many applica-

tions on the field of microfluidics. To understand how different fluids behave in different applica-

tions, one can study how particles move with the flow of the fluid, and then simulate the flow with 

computer software. Nowadays there are many different algorithms that are able to simulate the 

flow of the fluids. Different models are good for different applications. [2] 

The purpose of this study is to gather information about two main particle tracking methods and 

software concerning them. As an experimental part of the study, the algorithm that is used in 

Tampere University to track particles inside microfluidic chips is analyzed and improved. The 

detection algorithm was written with MATLAB, and therefore the same software was used in the 

analysis. To analyze problems with the original tracking algorithm additional MATLAB scripts were 

written. Five images were selected from twenty-nine test images and used in the analysis to de-

termine how well the algorithm would detect particles in a static environment. 

The results confirm the hypothesis that the software would have problems with particle clusters 

and a problem that it detects the same particle twice. To improve the original algorithm a MATLAB-

function called fminsearch was used to optimize the parameters used in the algorithm. 

To understand what to improve and to concentrate on, the correctly and incorrectly detected par-

ticles were visually analyzed in the beginning. In the optimization process there were two key 

statistics that wanted to be improved. The first was the accuracy of detection, which can be cal-

culated by dividing correct detections with all detections. The other statistic was the detection 

accuracy which can be expressed as the correctly detected particles divided by all particles in the 

image. The optimized parameters improved the accuracy of detection by 0,073% on average and 

the detection accuracy by 10,1%. The improvement was dependent on the focus of the optimiza-

tion function since it had weights for the optimization parameters. 

First the study discusses the theory behind the experimental part of the study. The following two 

chapters of the study concentrate on the imaging setup and then the software used to detect the 

particles. Before conclusions, the results of the analyzation and optimization process are dis-

played and discussed briefly. 
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2. THEORY BEHIND TRACKING PARTICLES IN-

SIDE MICROFLUIDIC CHIPS 

 

There are two major specifications of modelling the movement of particles inside flu-

ids. These two are Lagrangian specification and Eulerian specification. The latter models 

fluids with their flow quantities, measuring the vector of fluid velocity and other flow quan-

tities of the fluid at a given position and time. Eulerian specification can be simplified as 

a picture showing the spatial distribution of velocity vectors at every time of the motion. 

The Lagrangian specification concentrates on the fact that there are particles in the fluid. 

The specification models the fluid movements as the relation of the position of the particle 

and time compared to its initial position and time. [12] The next two chapters discuss two 

common methods for particle tracking, particle image velocimetry which uses Eulerian 

specification and particle tracking velocimetry which uses Lagrangian specification [14].  

2.1 Particle image velocimetry 

The problem with most fluids and the visualization of their flows is that they do not 

have any visible particles that can be seen. In particle image velocimetry and many other 

methods this problem is solved by inserting the fluid with tracer particles, that can be 

illuminated with a light source such as a laser. There must be also something that cap-

tures the movement of the particles in a visible form, in PIV this is done with cameras 

taking at least two still images or with video cameras taking pictures with some known 

frequency. When the time between the images is known, one can estimate the displace-

ment of particle ensembles, and further the velocity of different particle ensembles and 

model the velocity fields. PIV is more focused in these velocity fields when the particle 

tracking velocimetry is more concentrated in the velocity of single particles. [3] In the 

article of 3D particle tracking with out of focus diffraction Tasadduq et al. summarized 

PIV as: “Particle image velocimetry (PIV) measures the position and velocity of particles 

by pulsing a laser and observing the illuminated locations with microscopy” [1]. 

 

To produce accurate vector fields, one must adjust the time between images and 

illumination pulses to be short enough to record all particle movements without missing 

any velocity components, but also long enough to recognize the actual movement. One 

thing to consider before processing the vectors is also to determine the size of these 
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local flow areas where the particle ensembles are calculated. These local flow areas are 

called as interrogation areas and the whole light plane is divided into multiple similar 

sized areas like these for more accurate estimation of the flow. [3] 

   

With the correct sampling time (∆𝑡) a velocity vector can be calculated from the dis-

placement of the particles considering the calibration settings of the experimental sys-

tem. The basic principles of calculating the velocity vectors can be illustrated with Figure 

1. In modern PIV systems the detection of local flow velocity vectors is a 3-part process.  

Displacement of the particles is calculated with a cross-correlation function, and then it 

is compared to the time delay. Lastly it is fine-tuned with the systems calibration settings. 

This process must be done to all interrogation areas to construct the full flow vector field. 

[3]  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Demonstrates the displacement of tracer particles between two images. 

The velocity vector can be drawn knowing the displacement of the particles and 

the time difference with respect to the systems calibration settings.  

The cross-correlation process is one of the most used processes for the velocity vec-

tor calculation nowadays, since one can do measurements with very fast time pulses 

due to dual-cavity lasers. In his review of Cross-Correlation Digital Particle Image Veloc-

imetry, Dabri explained the basic procedure. First, one decides the interrogation areas 

from the images. After that, the cross-correlation function is applied, which compares the 

similarity of particle movements in the interrogation areas. Then the cross-correlation 

peaks are derived from the data and fitted to the calibration parameters to form the final 

velocity vector. [5] 
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The first experimenting techniques were very simple and cheap for PIV experiments. 

For example, Ludwig Prandtl constructed a water channel for the visualization of turbu-

lence of water flow behind many different objects such as wings [13]. Prandtl used mi-

caceous iron ore particles to visualize the flow of the water, the locally aligned parts of 

the thin films of iron ore indicated the direction of the flow [13]. Since the photographic 

technology was not very advanced in Prandtl’s time, not much quantitative information 

was been able to be extracted from the experiments and photos [3].  

 

Nowadays with advances in image processing the qualitative information from the 

images can be extracted to determine exact velocity fields and transformed to quantita-

tive information. Digital imaging and laser technology have also advanced essentially to 

improve sharpness and lighting for the images, which in turn improves the precision of 

the data gained from the particle detection algorithms. [3] This development has allowed 

researchers to study the fluid movements on much smaller scales such as micro and 

nano scales, for example Lima and his research team were able to measure blood flow 

in a rectangular polydimethylsiloxane microchannel with a micro-PIV system. [4] With 

cross-correlation video cameras and advanced illumination options one can nowadays 

measure highspeed flow dynamics. Since nowadays cameras and data processing are 

accurate enough, images taken for PIV can be used in other fluid modelling methods 

such as Particle Tracking Velocimetry, with some post-processing. [3] 

 

When considering different tracer particles and their density in the flow, one must 

know basic properties of the fluids and of the particles. Tracer particles should be large 

enough to be recognized, but not too large, since then they do not simulate the flow as 

well as smaller particles because of their higher mass and larger size can create a delay 

to their reaction in the flow. The distribution and placement of the tracer particles should 

always consider not to disturb the flow and in PIV distribute the particles homogenously 

into the fluid.[3] 

 

There are many other variables that could be optimized to get the best accuracy pos-

sible for the flow fields. Considering the extent of this study they are not as necessary to 

be discussed.  
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2.2 Particle tracking velocimetry 

 

Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) is a method close to PIV and they share many 

same principles. Both can use a similar experiment setup, and same kind of tracing par-

ticles and illumination methods. A main difference on the experiment setup is the tracer 

particle density, which is considerably lower in PTV, for better recognizability of single 

particles. For comparison PIV has much more tracer particles in the fluid since it 

measures the particle ensembles instead of single particles.[5]  

 

Another important difference is on the data analyzation side, since PTV detects sin-

gular particles and calculates their velocity vectors versus PIV calculates particle ensem-

bles’ most probable velocity vector.[3] Nowadays the trend seems to be moving in the 

favour of PTV like was said by Raffel “Recently things seem to change, as powerful 

lasers, sensitive cameras and increasing computer power, highly accurate calibration 

methods, and new evaluation algorithms lead to high quality particle images that can be 

reliably and accurately tracked.” [3] 

 

Mostly multicamera PTV setups are used in today’s research, since they can model 

usually the wanted properties the best, for example multicamera 3D-PTV is a very com-

mon experiment setup [7]. In this research a single camera 2D-PTV was used. Single 

camera setups are still used for many different applications if there for example exists 

optical restrictions, or a simpler setup is preferred [6]. Single camera PTV can be also 

used to measure 3D flows by utilizing different photographic methods.  

 

There are two common single camera methods for 3D modelling, one of them is the 

defocusing of the camera sensors for determining the distance of the particle from the 

camera lens as further particles are defocused differently than closer particles. [7] The 

other method is astigmatism particle tracking velocimetry (APTV), which utilizes a cylin-

drical lens in addition to a normal lens in the experiment setup. This forms a second focal 

plane, which can be used to measure the distance from the lens. APTV has great poten-

tial in engine research for its ability to follow macroscopic flows and have only a single 

camera needed for the setup [8]. 
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3. IMAGING SETUP 

The imaging setup was at Hervanta campus of Tampere University. Setup that was 

used consisted of a 100-Watt LED panel as an illumination source, a three-megapixel 

video camera with frame rate of 120 frames per second, magnifying lenses and a micro-

fluidic chip made from glass with a piezoceramic background plate. 

 

The camera is shown in Figure 2 as number one. Camera is Balser model acA2040-

120uc, it has a pixel size of 3,45 micrometres, with the 0.5x magnification this corre-

sponds to 6,9 micrometres in the object. Cord seen in the picture that is connected to 

the camera is also connected to a computer to enable real-time analysis of the flow from 

the computer. 

 

Illumination system can be seen on the right as number two in Figure 2, the LED panel 

is connected to a heat sink with a fan. The extensive cooling is installed to avoid over-

heating and potential burning of the LEDs. 

 

Lenses that were used were magnifying lenses and their magnification ratio was 0,5. 

The lenses can be seen in Figure 2 as number three. 

 

Particles that are to be detected flow through the microfluidic chip which can be seen 

in Figure 2 as number 4. The structure of the chip can be better seen in Figure 3. Particles 

flow through the thin chamber seen in the centre of the picture. The image is taken of 

the chamber part of the chip, and the magnification is tried to be done so that all of the 

particles are visible and there aren’t any distractions visible in the picture. 

 

The images were captured with a MATLAB script. One of the images that was used 

in the study can be seen in Figure 4. As can be seen from the example, the images were 

not perfect for detection since there are air bubbles and shadows present in the image. 

Detecting the particles without detecting abnormalities in the image was the task for the 

detection algorithm. 
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Figure 2. Shows the imaging setup that was used in the experiment. 1. Camera 2. 
Illumination source 3. Lens 4. Microfluidic chip  
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Figure 3. The microfluidic chip that was used in the setup. The background is a pie-

zoceramic layer, in this occasion the color of the background also affects the 
contrast of the particles and therefore possibly the detection. 
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Figure 4. An example image of the test images. 
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4. TRACKING SOFTWARE 

4.1 find_particles function 

The function find_particles detects particles from RGB images and outputs an array 

which contains all of the detection points with their respective x and y coordinates. As an 

input the function takes a RGB image that is to be detected and optional parameter val-

ues which will change the default parameter values. At the beginning of the code all the 

parameters are initialized. 

 

The pre-processing of the images for the detection is done after the parameter initial-

ization. Every image processing step changes the image’s appearance and prepares it 

for the final detection. The image is first blurred using an average filter, and then con-

verted to a greyscale image. This is done because edge detection is easier with a grey-

scale image. After this all the edges in the image are detected, after which they are 

blurred slightly with 2D convolution. The final step in pre-processing is to generate a 

template particle that would best fit the blurred edges of the image, and thus possible 

particles in the image. 

 

Particle detection in this algorithm is an eight-step process. After the edges are de-

tected, and a particle template is ready the algorithm tries to match them to one an-

other. First the cross-correlations between the two are calculated and then normalized. 

Following cross-correlation, the local maximas of the cross-correlations are calculated 

with a function called minmaxfilt [9]. The function filters the cross-correlation with a 

maxfilter, which returns the maximum value in each pixel’s local neighbourhood. Then 

the function compares cross-correlation values to the maximum values and determines 

which pixels are the local maxima. The local maximum values are also compared to a 

pre-decided threshold which determines if are they saved as actual detections or not. 

Finally, the potential detections’ centre pixel’s colour value is kept and calculated the 

colour ratios between red and blue and blue and green, and then compared to pre-de-

termined colour ratios. If the colour ratios’ difference is larger than the colour threshold, 

the particle in question is dropped out from the list of potential detections. After the 

function has gone through all potential detections it is left with the output array. 
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Minmaxfilt is a function created by Vaclav Potesil on 12 of July in 2009, which 

purpose is “multi-dimensional min/max (erosion/dilation) filtering”. The minmaxfilt 

uses a maximum-minimum filter from Daniel Lemire [9].  As an input the minmaxfilt 

takes in an array, the size of the sliding window to be used which is the size of the 

neighborhood where the maximum is calculated, requested output type and the shape 

of the output. As an output it gives the filtered array. 

 

4.2 General functions 

For the need of analyzing the find_particles function, I wrote three general help func-

tions. The optimization process was developed after the before mentioned three func-

tions and it will be discussed later in the chapter. 

 

The most general and most used was a function called run_all, which looped through 

the test images in their respective file locations and calculated the detected particles with 

find_particles for each image, seen as Program 1. The function did not take any inputs, 

nor did it produce any output. 

 

1     function run_all() 

2         D = 'images for machine vision tests'; 

3         S = dir(fullfile(D,'*')); 

4         N = setdiff({S([S.isdir]).name},{'.','..'}); % list 

of subfolders of D. 

5         for ii = 1:numel(N) 

6             T = dir(fullfile(D,N{ii},'*.jpg')); % improve by 

specifying the file extension. 

7             C = {T(~[T.isdir]).name}; % files in subfolder. 

8             for jj = 1:numel(C) 

9                 img = imread(C{jj}); 

10                p = find_particles(img,'debug',false); 

11            end 

12        end 

 

Program 1. A function for going through the files where the images are and running 
the images through the detection algorithm.  
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To validate the detections as right or wrong a set of 5 images was chosen to be ex-

amined. The five specific images were selected because of their low detection rate of 

the find_particles function and their difference in lighting. For the five images all the 

particles were marked with a red pixel to the center of the particle. This was done man-

ually with MS Paint, one image at a time. The color of the pixel only consisted of red, the 

intensity of red was 255, while blue and green had the intensity of 0. Since that color is 

a rarity in real images and the test images did not have any red pixels it was a good 

choice for this matter. 

 

For the validation process the red pixels needed to be counted and for the calculation 

a function called count_red_pixels was made, which can be seen as Program 2. The 

function checks through every pixel of the image and counts all pixels that have the same 

color value as the marked pixels. As an input the function takes the image array, which 

contains color values for every pixel. For later calculation, the function also saves the 

coordinates of the red pixels in a list, which is the functions output. If needed the function 

can also print the counted value of the red pixels. 

 

1     function red_coords = count_red_pixels(img) 

2         red_coords = []; 

3         for i = 1:length(img(:,1,1)) 

4             for j = 1:length(img(1,:,2)) 

5                 if (img(i,j,1)==255) && (img(i,j,2)==0) && 

(img(i,j,3)==0) 

6                     red_coords = [red_coords;double(j),dou-

ble(i)];  

7                 end 

8             end 

9         end 

  10        fprintf('Red pixels: %d\n',length(red_coords(:,1))) 

Program 2. A function for counting the absolute red pixels in the image. 

 

The actual validation process was done with a function called validate_answers, seen 

as Program 3. As an input the function takes the lists of the coordinates of red pixels and 

of the coordinates of the detected particles. To validate the detections as wrong or right 

the function compares the coordinates to each other and if the detected pixel is at most 
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at the distance of the particle radius from the closest red pixel it is validated as correct. 

If the detected particle is too far away it is validated as a wrong detection. The fact that 

multiple detections can occur for the same particle is also considered by taking the de-

tected particle’s coordinates out of the coordinate list after it has been detected. This 

function counts the correct detections, and for testing the function can print out the num-

ber of correct detections. As an output the function gives the list of wrong detections. 

 

1     function wrong_detections = validate_answers(red_coords, 

p, particle_diameter) 

2         particle_radius = particle_diameter/2; 

3         red_coords_copy = red_coords; 

4         correct_detections_amount = 0; 

5         wrong_detections = []; 

6         for ii = 1:length(p(:,1)) 

7             A = p(ii,:); 

8             for jj = 1:length(red_coords_copy(:,1)) 

9                 B = red_coords_copy(jj,:); 

10                C = sqrt((A(1)-B(1)).^2+(A(2)-B(2)).^2); 

11                if  C <= particle_radius 

12                    correct_detections_amount= correct_de-

tections_amount+1; 

13                    red_coords_copy(jj,:) = []; 

14                    break 

15                end 

16     

17                if jj == length(red_coords_copy(:,1)) 

18                    wrong_detections = [wrong_detections;A]; 

19                end 

20            end 

21        end 

22     

23    fprintf('Correct detections: %d\n',correct_detec-

tions_amount) 

 

Program 3. A function that validates if the detection algorithm has detected correctly 
or incorrectly. 
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4.3 Functions for optimization 

As discussed in the introduction, this study’s one objective was also to improve the 

find_particles function. The easiest way to develop the find_particles function and its 

detection rate was to optimize the seven parameters it used in the detection process. To 

do this, a built-in MATLAB function was used, called fminsearch, the function finds the 

minimum of a multivariable function without using derivation in the process. Fminsearch 

uses the Nelder-Mead simplex method as the minimization algorithm. To utilize this built-

in function two other functions had to be created, these include the function where the 

fminsearch is called and the parameters are initialized, the other function is the one 

which fminsearch tries to minimize. [10] [11] 

 

The function that the fminsearch tries to minimize is a function called cost and the 

purpose of the function is to calculate a performance score for the detection algorithm 

with given detection parameters. Cost function can be seen as Program 5. The score is 

calculated by adding up the number of undetected particles and the number of incorrectly 

detected particles. The function has also weights for each of the before mentioned vari-

ables so the focus of the optimization can be altered if desired. As an input the function 

takes in an array of parameters and outputs the performance score as an integer. 
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1     function ret = cost(x) 

2         

3         ret = 0; 

4         a = 1; %weight of wrong detections 

5         b = 0.1; %weight for non detected particles 

6         D = 'images for machine vision tests'; 

7         F = 'painted training pictures'; 

8         T = dir(fullfile(D,F,'*.png')); 

9         C = {T(~[T.isdir]).name}; 

10        for i = 1:5 

11           [p, wrong_detections, red_coords] = find_parti-

cles(imread(C{i}),'color_threshold', x(1),'target_color',x([2 

3]),'threshold',x(4),'diameter',floor(x(5)), 'blur', 

floor(x(6)), 'edge_stddev', floor(x(7)), 'edge_filtersize', 

floor(x(8))); 

12           u = length(wrong_detections); %false positive de-

tections 

13           v = length(red_coords)+u-length(p); %not detected 

particles 

14           %optimal would be that u=0 and v=0 and ret=0 

15           ret = ret + a* u + b * v; 

16        end 

17    end 

 

 

The optimize_all_parameters is a helper and initialization function for the 

fminsearch, it can be seen as Program 6. The function initializse all the parameters that 

wanted to be optimized and it also initializes the function for the fminsearch as the cost 

function. No output or input were needed since the function printed out the results when 

the fminsearch function had reached its end condition for the minimization process. The 

fminsearch function was run with settings that made it output the final parameter values, 

the final cost function value, and the exit condition with which it had ended the minimiza-

tion process [10]. 

 

 

 

 

Program 4. The function that was minimized in the optimization process. 
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1     function optimize_all_parameters 

2      

3         def_color_threshold = 0.8; 

4         def_target_color = [0.22 0.17]; 

5         def_threshold = 0.0005; % 0 - 1 

6         def_diameter = 12; %default = 8 particle diameter in 

pixels 

7         def_blur = 3; % def = 3 what is the width of the av-

erage blur kernel, in pixels 

8         def_edge_stddev =4; % standard deviation of the 

gaussian kernel used to blur the edges 

9         def_edge_filtersize = 7; % edgeblur kernel width, in 

pixels, should be at least 2 x standard deviation 

10        x0 = [def_color_threshold, def_target_color, 

def_threshold, def_diameter, def_blur, def_edge_stddev, 

def_edge_filtersize]; 

11        funct = @(x)cost(x); 

12        [x, fval, exitflag] = fminsearch(funct, x0, op-

tions); 

13        fprintf('x: %d \n', x) 

14        fprintf('fval %d \n', fval) 

15        fprintf('exitflag: %d \n', exitflag) 

16    end 

 

 

Program 5. Function where all the parameters for fminsearch are initialized and the op-
timization process starts. 
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5. RESULTS 

5.1 Results of analysis 

First results are from analysing the original detection algorithm. When analysing the 

algorithm there were three main issues. The first and most severe issue about the algo-

rithm was that it could not detect particles well if they were clustered together. In these 

occasions the software usually only found the particles closest to the edge of the cluster, 

or not even them. This can be seen in the Figure 6. In the figures the yellow crosses 

stand for correct detections and magenta-coloured crosses stand for incorrect detec-

tions. The second issue was that the algorithm detected some particles twice, and there-

fore gave misinformation about the number of particles inside a specific area as seen in 

Figure 7. The last problem was that the algorithm also made false detections to the gaps 

between clustered particles as seen in Figure 5 and in Figure 6. The original algorithm’s 

statistics and accuracies of the test images are summarized in the Table 1. The accura-

cies were calculated in such a way that accuracy of detections is the ratio of the number 

of correct detections divided by the amount of all detected particles. The detection accu-

racy was calculated as the ratio of the number of correct detections divided by the num-

ber of particles overall present in the image. 

 

 

 

 Figure 5. Illustrates the problem with the software recognizing particles 
inside cluster gaps. 
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Figure 6.  Illustrates the problem with clustered particles and the program not rec-
ognizing them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Illustrates the problem with software recognizing specific parti-
cles multiple times. 
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Table 1. Performance of the original detection algorithm. 

Image No. 1 2 4 8 19 

Particles overall 561 1055 529 595 653 

Detected particles 428 731 330 535 399 

Correct detections 425 718 328 530 390 

Incorrect detections 3 13 2 5 9 

Accuracy of detec-

tions 
0,9930 % 0,9822 % 0,9939 % 0,9907 % 

0,9774 % 

 

Detection accuracy 0,7576% 0,6806 % 0,6200 % 0,8908 % 0,5972 % 

 

 

5.2 Optimization results 

The optimization of the parameters was done with the optimize_all_parameters 

function with different values for the weight of non-detected particles. After optimization 

of the parameters the algorithm was run with the parameters through the set of test im-

ages. Values from the run were saved and the statistics were calculated, an example of 

this can be seen in the Table 2. A summary of the performances of the differently opti-

mized parameters can be seen in the Table 3. The accuracies were calculated with the 

same principles as in the Table 1. 

 

Table 2. Performance of the detection algorithm after optimizing parameters with b 
as 0,1. The value of b represents the weight of non-detected particles. 

Image No. 1 2 4 8 19 

Particles overall 561 1055 529 595 653 

Detected particles 476 870 401 567 471 

Correct detections 469 868 396 563 460 

Incorrect detections 7 2 5 4 11 

Accuracy of detec-

tions 
0,9852% 0,9977% 0,9875% 0,9929% 0,9766% 

Detection accuracy 0,8360% 0,8227% 0,7486% 0,9462% 0,7044% 
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Table 3. Shows performances between differently optimized parameters versus the 
original detection algorithm. The value of b represents the weight of non-detected parti-

cles. 

Weight of non-detected 

particles 

Average accuracy of de-

tections 

Average detection ac-

curacy 

b = 0,05 0,9888 0,8036 

b = 0,1 0,9880 0,8116 

b = 0,5 0,9876 0,8140 

Original algorithm 0,9874 0,7092 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The main objectives of the study which were understanding the theory behind particle 

tracking and improving the detection algorithm provided by Veikko Sariola were met with 

success. Information that was needed to gather and understand for the experimental part 

was understood. Analysis of the original detection algorithm was done, and the hypoth-

eses of the problems were confirmed as correct. In the parameter optimization process 

the detection accuracy was improved by 10,1% on the average, and the accuracy of 

detection rose by 0,14% in the best case, as can be seen in the Table 4. The optimization 

process with the implemented function illustrated that the improvement was a trade-off 

between detection accuracy and accuracy of detection, even though after optimization 

all results were better than with original parameters.  

 

The optimization process did not completely solve the initial problems with the 

software, but instead improved the overall performance of it. The optimized algorithm did 

not detect single particles multiple times as often as the original algorithm and the num-

ber of detections to the gaps of particles decreased. The algorithm detected more of the 

surrounding particles of the particle ensembles, but it still did not detect the inner parti-

cles. 

 

The results and improvements are specific for this detection algorithm, and espe-

cially for this set of test images for the optimization process, but the methods of analysis 

and optimization protocol could be used to help optimize other comparable algorithms. 

The study also demonstrates the benefit of a good minimization function paired with a 

good minimization algorithm. 

 

 To further develop the algorithm, one would need to make a more extensive anal-

ysis of the algorithm including a larger scale test run for these optimized parameters with 

larger amount of test images. Based on this study, the optimized parameters are close 

to the best they can be for this algorithm, so one would need to alter the algorithm to 

make further improvements. After that the parameters should be optimized again, but 

functions written in this study could be used for the new optimization process. 
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Table 4. Shows the improvement for optimizations with different weights compared 
to the original algorithm. 

Weight of non-detected 

particles in optimization 

Improvement of accu-

racy of detections 

Improvement of detec-

tion accuracy 

0,05 0,14 % 9,44 % 

0,1 0,06 % 10,24 % 

0,5 0,02 % 10,48 % 
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